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STRATEGIC ANALYSIS FOR COASTAL ZONES

ADJACENT TO METROPOLITAN AREAS

Milton G. Johnson-

Introduction

There Is a growing need for the scientist, engineer, and administra
tor to better understand the kinds of overall, across-the board
planning problems involved in the development of coastal zones that
are adjacent to metropolitan areas. Of primary consideration is the
likelihood of unnecessary social costs emanating from undesirable
modifications to the environment, unless public policies have been
developed to provide adequate guidance. Secondly, this subject (which
may also be referred to as "wise management of the exploitation of
coastal areas") is so complex that intensive research is required in
the designing of new policy or the continuance of existing policy.
Emphasis must be given to the importance and difficulty of identi
fying the oft-hidden social costs as well as the many benefits. In
a given potentially dynamic area, if recreation or pollution-free
zones are to be preserved, how will the political jurisdictions
resist the blandishments of light industry? How can the local juris
diction ignore the imperative to open the way for more jobs? On the
one hand, industry must be encouraged to invest and develop; on the
other, tough zoning restrictions may have to be applied, otherwise
the long-range future of the area may be in jeopardy.

A recommended approach is to use systems analysis techniques. Prin
ciples will be set forth on maintaining and improving the quality of
the coastal environment, with considerations of cost in so doing. In
making the analysis, an early step is to identify specific needs and
appropriate roles. A next step is to lay out alternatives for
achieving objectives both within a given organization and external
to it. The alternatives may be appraised through their costs and
benefits. But, how.do you make choices between goals when resources
are limited? Each proponent of an aspect of coastal technology
usually believes that his field must be greatly enlarged in the near
future. How can we gather the data, accomplish the evaluation, and
do the planning that will make rational choices possible?

*The author is with the Office of NOAA Corps, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, but he is
writing as a private individual whose views may not necessarily
represent those of his employer.
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It is fitting that a large country such as the United States with
thousands of miles of coastline and world-wide commitments should

approach these kinds of questions with concepts that are far-seeing
in nature yet bring to bear the kind of analytical and managerial
know-how that can assist in coping with them. Governmental bodies as
well as the private sector are finding that the use of systems analy
sis techniques can lead to sounder decisions. It has become more
important than ever that we approach the tasks ahead with vision and
foresight. Complex planning requires analyses which identify objec
tives, allocate priorities, develop alternatives for reaching
objectives, determine costs and benefits, and make critical evalua
tions. Inherent in the systems approach is the necessity for national
goals orientation under which program goals would be in harmony and
toward which programs may be directed.

Management By Objectives

More recently this process is being called "Management by Objectives"
and today is probably the most widely accepted management system.
Why? Because MBO gets results! Today, more than ever before, managers
are being judged by the results they achieve. MBO is a systems
approach to management that focuses on growth opportunities. It
aligns a manager's need for self-development with corporate goals so
that teamwork replaces the divergent activities that often charac
terize the operations of an industrial or governmental organization.
Managing for results is organized around three basic elements:

1. A clear statement of objectives that are verifiable and can
be achieved.

2. A plan to achieve these objectives, including the individual
steps required and when each step will be taken.

3. A method for keeping account of these plans and steps to
make certain that they are being followed and, if not, what
corrective actions should be taken.

The key to MBO's operation is verification. The objectives as well
as the steps leading to their achievement must be clearly verifiable.
Wherever possible, objectives should include quantitative measures
of achievement. Also, an objective should be expressive of its direct
impact on the public. But deciding what the objectives are is only
half the battle. The plans for achieving these objectives must be
developed as well as a method for checking progress. It must be
understood that MBO involves people-to-people communication. Objec
tives are not imposed from above. Rather, they are developed at the
working levels through personal consultation with the individuals
responsible for their achievement. (For further discussion see
section below; "Selecting Meaningful Objectives.")

The Relevance of Zero-Base Budgeting

In the strategy for linking MBO into detailed action, the latest
technique has become recognized as "Zero-Base Budgeting." At the
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Federal level it has moved so swiftly and all-consuming as to
literally subsume the language of MBO. Thus, it has become a
management process that provides for systematic consideration of all
programs of a given agency in the formulation of budget requests.
The central concept or key to ZBB's full utilization is that this
management tool requires the participation of managers at all levels
in the planning and evaluation processes. As with MBO, we could say
that ZBB's objective is to compare alternative uses of scarce
resources. In a real sense, the Job of an executive is to make these
comparisons in order to decide how best to exploit them, then to move
forward in implementing the best alternatives. Thus, ZBB can be
combined with MBO and become an important component of systems
analysis for improving the decision-making process.

The Intergovernmental Interface

With respect to intergovernmental relations, actions would be taken
to formalize the framework within which well-controlled exploitation
may take place. The term "intergovernmental" is used here because
the rules must be laid down for various levels of jurisdictions from
metropolitan through state (or province) and regional to national
and international. Among the coastal districts there is growing
concern over jurisdiction of the sea floor along the coastlines and
out onto the continental shelves. Boundary problems are certain to
increase; particularly in areas of higher population and resource
use.

There are some fears that rapidly advancing technology in the ocean
may result in anarchy unless the serious questions of jurisdiction
can be resolved. Apparently laws do not exist at present by which
questions of ownership and jurisdiction in the sea areas beyond the
territorial limits and the continental shelves can be resolved.

This raises serious questions since our sea technology is bringing
us closer to total undersea capability at various depths of the world
ocean. It is important to increase our knowledge and develop the
roles or regimes for governing the exploitation of resources in off
shore areas that are beyond present national jurisdiction. The complex
problems of these vast areas are being studied by lawyers, diplomats,
engineers, geographers, oceanographers, economists, and others, under
the subject known as "Law of the Sea."

Representative Problems Impeding Exploration

One of the purposes herein is to identify some of the contributions
that can be made to the analysis of coastal and ocean exploration
problems by scientists and engineers within the current state-of-the-
art. In setting forth these critical questions the following might
be included;

1. Storms at sea and along the coastline, including hurricanes,
typhoons, and other types of storm surges.

2. The movement of waste products through the waterways of the
coastal belt into the ocean which becomes the sink for all
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pollutants.

3. Damaging and costly interference with ecological balance
from unwise exploitation of resources of the coastline and
adjoining areas. Here, estuaries and salt marshes become
critically important.

4. As aforementioned, the improper and inefficient use of
coastal space through inadequate boundary demarcation. At
one end of the spectrum this creates problems between
nations while at the other end, disputes between shell
fishermen often result in costly law suits.

In evaluating the existing situation it is well to search out and
delineate the specific problems which obstruct the achievement of
objectives.

Selecting Meaningful Objectives

As discussed above, under "Management By Objectives," an essential
first step in the analysis of coastal problems is the formulation
of a set of goals and objectives. But in dynamic economic devel
opment, what types of statements can be made concerning them?
Listed below are some objectives which would have general, if not
unanimous acceptability:

1. Developing ways of opening up the coastal areas for explor
ation and development, such as improved maps, charts, and
geodetic control.

2. Maintaining and improving the quality of the coastal
environment in order to promote and protect the ecological
balance.

3. Clarifying the problem of jurisdiction in increasingly
complex boundary situations which will become more prevalent
on local, state, regional, national, and international bases.
(Boundaries between claims, leases, etc., of competing
companies will need ever sharper and more accurate deline
ation.)

4. Protection of life and property from coastal storms and
storms at sea through improved marine environment predic
tion and knowledge.

In proposing progress in coastal development, systems analysis would
help to make specific and quantitative the objectives the program is
to attain through measuring the dimensions of relavant national needs
and estimating the cost of meeting them in various ways. In partic
ular, the analysis helps to find out exactly what may be accomplished,,
when, and at what cost. The analysis should be sufficiently advanced
to identify alternatives and provide a basis for choosing among them.
Stating the objectives in meaningful terms may be extremely difficult
for this may question the very existence of an activity. The value
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of agreed upon, clearly-stated objectives is that technicians can
then concentrate on the relatively straightforward effort required
for achieving the objectives.

Although the above discussion may seem detailed, it cannot be over
emphasized that if objectives are not correct, subsequent analyses
will almost certainly be fruitless. If wrong objectives are speci
fied, then the most ingenious selection of sophisticated techniques
and criteria or measures of effectiveness coupled with mountains of
data processed on the most advanced computers will all be wasted.
Specific, realistic objectives for coastal programs may be difficult
to formualte but the efforts made in this direction will certainly
lead to improvements and a better look into the future.

Criteria or Measures of Effectiveness

The next, or intermediate step is to analyze, insofar as possible,
the output of a given program in terms of the objectives initially
specified. In other words, there would be a reasonable description
of outputs underlying the objectives, that is,-services and products
emanating from the program. In considering both "objectives" and
"criteria" it is important to understand that these terms are to be
concerned with "ends" rather than "means." That is, they are
intended to reflect what ultimately is to be accomplished and for
whom, not the ways to accomplish such objectives. The establishing
of objectives and criteria are interacting processes; the selecting
of criteria may even suggest the need for revision of the objectives.
These criteria may be referred to as measures for determining
effectiveness or simply, measures of effectiveness.

Criteria as explained above, should have the following general
properties:

1. Each criterion should be relevant and important to the
specific problem for which it is to be used.

2. The criteria so used should consider all major effects
relative to the objectives. A sufficient number of criteria
should be included to cover all major effects.

3. Ideally, each of the criteria should be capable of meaning
ful quantification.

The Selection of Alternatives

The next and crucial step has to do with the subject of program
alternatives or what may be considered as the best methods of
accomplishing an agreed set of objectives. In this step we analyze
alternatives seeking those which have the greatest effectiveness in
achieving the objectives specified in the step described above or
which achieve those objectives with the least cost. In this process,
the programs are considered not as ends in themselves, but rather as
means to higher objectives and in competition with other and possibly
more effective programs. It is this competition among alternatives
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which is a crucial device for testing the effectiveness and economy
of existing and proposed programs.

Emphasis on Supportive Analysis

The next step has to do with the analysis process which is in
support of the objectives and alternatives described above. Although
many different kinds of analyses may be performed, it is useful to
distinguish two levels; one which may be considered as preliminary
or an early, less-rigorous analysis, while the latter would be a
more refined, detailed type of analysis.

A less-rigorous analysis can be carried out where the more detailed
studies are not possible. Much of the relevant analytical work done
thus far has resulted not from the various kinds of sophisticated
technical analyses but from penetrating questions. Much can be
derived from the dialogue, or questioning and response among the
decision-makers, the proposal-makers, and the analysts. Where
appropriate factual data are not available, one has to rely on
whatever analyses can tie found.

Program analysis is not easy, whether it is done at the less
rigorous level or using the more refined methodology. Some of the
most important limitations on the carrying out of these analyses are:
(1) The problem of defining the real objectives; (2) the presence
of multiple benefits; (3) inadequacies of data relevant to the
analysis; and (4) difficulties in considering costs and benefits
over a long period as well as a single point in time.

It should be clearly understood that quantitative estimates are not
the only elements of systematic analysis. Human factors and intan
gible elements in a decision must not be ignored. Systematic
analysis is designed to: (1) Uncover the relevant issues;
(2) identify the specific assumptions, and factual bases upon which
alternative recommendations rest; and (3) trace out the normal
consequences and costs of each alternative.

These analyses are designed to provide information that is vital to
decision-making in a complex structure. They are primarily a tool
for high-level decision-making and will not be worthwhile unless
high-level management understands them, wants them, uses them.

The Systems Approach and Socio-Economic Evaluation

The systems approach should be addressed not only to the further
ance of scientific and engineering efforts but to analyze the
effects of coastal exploitation upon society. Thus, before we
embark upon scientific efforts in the coastal zone we would be well-
advised to make analyses of their anticipated costs, together with
social and economic benefits. This admonition applies particularly
to competing programs. Systematic commitment of resources depends
upon a balanced program of: (1) Science, engineering, and tech
nology; (2) services; and (3) socio-economic evaluation. We have
consistently downgraded the last, yet without analysis of human
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impacts we risk developing service without focus or with potentially
dangerous results.

Government agencies produce and disseminate products and services
which are designed to improve the public welfare and safety and to
encourage commerce and trade. Thus, an early task of socio-economic
evaluation would be to identify specific users and their needs, then
determine the extent to which various combinations of products and
services can meet those needs. This would be related to an analysis
of costs and benefits from the various combinations of products and
services. General studies in economic regions can play a signifi
cant role in providing valuable analytical data.

Conclusion

Through systems analysis or similar orderly and rational approaches
to decision-making, we are able to assess the costs of achieving
objectives against the benefits to be expected, thereby making
possible a more intelligent, efficient use of the resources avail
able. This process should be viewed in the wider context of the
coastal environment which is at once both urban and non-urban In
character yet encompassing much wider regimes.
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INTRODUCTION

Coastal waters are increasingly the recipient of the waste

products of industrialization and urban growth. Related ecological

pressures in the form of sewage outfalls, chemical dumping, landfill,

road salts, heat from electrical power developments and numerous

additional loadings conflict with the use of this area for activities

requiring high standards of water quality. The assessment of this

human impact in terms of the resultant effect on coastal zone

biological, chemical and geological processes requires an understanding

of the complex driving mechanisms for dispersal of effluent sources.

In this context, the lakes physics scientists of the National Water

Research Institute (NWRI) have conducted a series of field measurement

programs at several coastal sites in the Laurentian Great Lakes

designed to study the climatology and dispersive characteristics of

the coastal zone. Extensive coastal measurement programs have been

conducted in four major locations; Oshawa and Bronte on the north

shore of Lake Ontario, Douglas Point on the eastern shore of

Lake Huron, and off Byng Inlet on the north-eastern corner of

Georgian Bay (Figure 1). Comprehensive data reports displaying the

measurements from these studies are available (Kaiser and Bull 1978a,

Jordon & Bull 1978, Bull and Farooqui 1976, Kaiser and Bull 1978b

respectively). Numerous additional coastal diffusion and plume

studies have been conducted in the Great Lakes and elsewhere and

are reported in the CCIW-NWRI publications (see bibliography).

The purpose of this paper is to familiarize the reader
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Figure1:OutlineoftheGreatLakesshowingthelocationofmajorCCIWcoastalmeasurementprograms.



with the type of measurement programs undertaken, and to illus

trate - by way of typical measurements, descriptions and coastal

climatology - the complexities of the coastal zone. An attempt will

be made to show the application of these data, but little discussion

of the resultant insights into the physics of the processes involved

is given. It is reasoned that much of the data has been extensively

analyzed and reported in the open literature; hence an extensive

bibliography included here will allow the reader access to the

process research reporting.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The terminology'coastal zone1 is a vague concept. Various

usage of the term include that total area influenced by land

based activity; while in other contexts, definitions are imposed

such as a function of light penetration in the biological sense, or

as the demarkation line between significant biological communities

or chemical concentrations, and even more simply, as an arbitrary

depth contour. For our purposes here, the preference is to define

this 'coastal zone' in terms of having properties associated with

turbulent boundary layers in the fluid dynamical context. This

coastal zone then, becomes that area extending offshore over which

bottom friction effects modify the lakewide circulation currents to

the extent that the predominent local currents are shore-parallel

and are increasingly dependent on local wind forcing. Hence this

coastal zone extends beyond the wave zone as a band of varying
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width along the shoreline, typically extending, for the Great Lakes,

on the order of 5 to 10 kilometres offshore.

The specific sites studied here are chosen to be

representative of a broad band of Great Lakes shoreline, over which

dispersal conditions appear to be similar and which are areas of

intense or potentially intense utilization. It is thought that

average flow properties of measurements made at such locations can

reasonably be extrapolated to areas of similar bottom topography and

with similar shoreline orientation to the prevailing winds; at least

within the confines of the Great Lakes Basin. Classification of the

flow regimes present 1n a data set, the frequency of their occurance

and average duration are properties that are important indications

of the potential for coastal transport. The properties of mean

concentration and mean square fluctuation concentrations are studied

with a view to understanding coastal diffusion processes and to

formulate diffusion characteristics for estimates of mixing

properties. The ongoing study of these processes are addressed by

highly specialized disciplinary research and observational programs.

The coastal zone studies at NWRI place emphasis on the

physical processes operating in the nearshore zone. These processes

were examined through experiments measuring the diffusion of dye

released as a continuous plume and through the collection of long

time-series of current and temperature data at fixed locations.

These two techniques cover differing length and temporal scales of

water movement; and give insight into diffusion and transport
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properties respectively.

DIFFUSION STUDIES

The dye diffusion experiments employ Rhodamine B dye as

a tracer material, and fluorometric techniques, to make quantitative

measurements of the dispersal of the dye - a unique, detectable

conservative material released from a point source. Such measure

ments provide the data base for determining the relationships

between turbulent diffusion processes and the parameters of wind

forcing, current flow and thermal structure.

In coastal zones, dye plumes generated continuously from

a point source can be studied with relative ease from small boats

fitted with fluorometric sampling instruments. In such nearshore

areas accurate positioning can be accomplished using shore-based surveyor

transit stations to establish the distance from the source to equally

spaced, cross-section flag stations. These stations are anchored

on either side of the plume, and placed such that a line drawn between

their centres is approximately perpendicular to the local plume

centreline (Figure 2). These experiments were conducted in the spring,

summer, and fall periods, at distances of 1 to 2 kilometres offshore

and in water depths of 15 to 20 metres. Detailed reporting of the

equipment, the experimental design and procedure are given by Murthy

and Miners (1972, 1978) and are outlined briefly here.

In general, the experimental procedure requires the release

of a dye solution in the early morning, from a fixed point, at a
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specified depth and at a constant flow rate. After allowing two to

three hours for the plume to develop, a cross section station was

established with anchored markers. A launch, using a sampling boom,

designed to deliver samples from up to three depths to fluorometric

detection devices (fluorometers) placed inboard, repeatedly

crossed the plume near the markers. Dye concentration was measured

as it varied with depth and with cross-section distance. After a

minimum of 15 crossings and after the variability of the concen

trations over a single crossing were smoothed, a new sample location

further removed from the source was established and the process

repeated. Typically four stations were sampled in total, with launch

speeds on the order of one to two m/sec. In addition, a second

launch was occasionally employed to 'survey' the plume, that is, to

sample the plume with one crossing per station to give a

quasi-synoptic concentration-distance profile. In all, each of the

experiments were conducted over periods of ten to twelve hours,

during which measurements of current velocity and temperature

profiles were taken at the dye source to aid in interpretation.

An adequate quantititative description of the dispersal of

a dye plume requires that concentration profiles be obtained along

several equally spaced cross-sections of the plume. Such profiles,

obtained simultaneously over several depths, provide the basis for

a reasonable reconstruction of the plume in three dimensions.

Moreover, the acquisition of several sets of profiles at each

cross-section facilitates statistical treatment of the data and
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the construction of a "mean" plume free from random features.

Figure 3 shows an example of quasi-synoptic mean

concentration profiles at four dye plume cross-sections, taken at

a depth of 3m near Oshawa, Lake Ontario, in the late spring of 1972.

The cross-sections Xi to X,,, are perpendicular to the local plume

centreline and oj to oi, are corresponding standard deviations

derived from the centreline and mean concentration distribution

(Equation 1). The plume width can be defined as 3 times the

standard deviation, if the observed mean concentration distributions

are approximately gaussian.

There are two distinct physical mechanisms operative on the

diffusion of a dye plume in coastal currents: (1) diffusion relative

to the centre of gravity of the plume mainly caused by small scale

turbulent eddies comparable in size to the width of the plume. This

is usually referred to as relative diffusion; and (2) 'meandering'

caused by large scale turbulent eddies of length scales larger than

the plume width. The net effect on the diffusion of the dye plume

is a superposition of these two component processes with the total

effect usually referred to as 'absolute' diffusion. The complexity

of the turbulent motions, and consequently of dye diffusion data is

further illustrated in Figure 4. Shown is the 'absolute' cross-plume

concentration distribution of 48 crossings of the plume at a distance

of 375 metres from the source off Oshawa in the fall of 1972. Note

the pronounced variability in the individual profiles, and the

meandering of the centre of gravity of the plume.
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These plume concentration data resulting from field

experiments under complex environmental conditions are often

difficult to interpret. The analysis of such data is beyond the

scope of this paper and the interested reader is referred to the

methodology outlined in the report by Hurthy and Miners (1978) and

others. However, in summary, the gross physical factors

characterizing the diffusion processes can be demonstrated by the

construction of certain basic diffusion diagrams. One such diagram

conventionally used is a plot of the effective diffusivity versus

a length scale of diffusion. The effective diffusivity Ky was

calculated by the simple formula Ky = oy /2T where ay, the standard

deviation of the observed mean concentration distribution C(y) is

determined by

V • q- Iy2 c<y) <*y 0)
00

and q = / C (y) dy

is the total amount of dye at the depth of sampling, and T is the

effective diffusion time approximated by X/U where U and X are the

mean current and the distance from the dye source respectively.

Assuming that the measured mean concentration distributions are

gaussian, the length scale of diffusion is defined by Ly = 3o-y. A

logarithmic plot of the eddy diffusivity Ky and the length scale of

diffusion Ly, for data from several coastal diffusion studies in

Lakes Erie, Ontario and Huron is shown in Figure 5. A least square

analysis of the data yields the following empirical relationship:
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Ky = 2.0 X 102 Ly1'2 (2)

A diffusion diagram of this type forms the basis for modelling

coastal diffusion processes such as diffusion of thermal plumes and

sewage effluent plumes.

THERMAL PLUME STUDIES

Historically, CCIW has been involved in thermal plume

studies through ongoing interest in the dispersive characteristics

of the coastal zone, and more formally, in response to IJC study

requirements on mixing zones.

As part of an effort towards the understanding of plume

behavior in the coastal zone, several plume measurement studies

have been undertaken. During the period of December 1970 to

May 1971, thirteen sets of surface isotherm data were recorded; each

set a measurement of the outfalls of the Pickering and Douglas Point

generating stations in Lakes Ontario and Huron respectively. Data

was collected using an aircraft borne infrared thermometer and was

supplemented by extensive data supplied by Ontario Hydro. The

results of this study are reported by Kenny (1971).

Thermal plume studies are generally carried out during the

summer months when the ambient water temperature is greater than

4 C, the temperature of maximum density for fresh water, and where

surface discharge results in the formation of a buoyant surface

plume. During winter conditions, when the ambient temperature is

less than 4°C, thermal plume behavior is significantly different
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from that of the summer structure. At this time, ambient conditions

can cause a plume to 'sink' at some distance from the point of

discharge. These 'sinking' plumes are formed when effluent waters

greater than 4°C initially mix with the cold lake waters to form a

water mass near 4°C. Since the resultant mixture is denser than

either the discharge or the receiving waters, the plume sinks as it

spreads offshore. This occurrence can result in sudden bottom

temperature changes of several degrees and corresponding thermal

shocks to resident biota.

A large scale sinking plume study was undertaken off the

Pickering generating station, Lake Ontario, during the winter period

from December 1975 through to the end of March 1976. This study

was designed to define the extent and configuration of winter plumes

using field measurement, thermal, meteorological, and current data

collected in the immediate vicinity of the outfall. Two launches

were used for bathythermograph surveys and were supplemented by five

moored self-recording stations giving time-series measurements.

Figure 6 shows a view of the station that pictorially defines the

areal extent and configuration of the sinking plume during a

bathythermograph survey taken over a period of four hours on

February 5, 1976. In this figure, the 3 and 4°C isotherms are used

to define the plume and are plotted surface to bottom in an isometric

fashion in an attempt to show the respective isotherms as a 'front'.

Lines joining the two are either solid or broken, the latter implying

a hidden line condition; that is the surface of the front is
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